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Address 02002 Ukraine, Kievo. M. Raskovoy D. 3GPS coordinates are 50°27'2.88"N 30°35'59.86"E
Phone +38 044 541-18-23 hotel+38 044 541-17-89 beauty+38 044 541-19-66 cafe Fax +38 067
566-32-19 Email Barbaris is.hotelgmail.somrik work hotel - kruglosutochnaya - from 8.00 to 23.00
beauty salon from 10.00 to 20.00 A small cozy hotel Barbaris is located in the heart of the left Bank of
Kiev - near banks shops oﬃce centers theaters night clubs. The hotel welcomed its ﬁrst guests in
2009. Recently earned a new building with 22 rooms. Today Barberry is a modern and comfortable
mini-hotel in which you love to stay guests not only from Europe but from around the world. The
advantageous location makes the hotel So attractive both for businessmen and for tourists and for
honeymooners and for couples with children and students. Frequent guests, participants and visitors
of various exhibitions International Exhibition Centre. The hotel accepts Pets. Just a 2-minute walk of
Livoberezhna metro station, with direct links for 10 minutes and You are in on Khreshchatyk and
international Exhibition Centre, 750 m. to Borispol airport, 30 minutes drive by car. Despite the
proximity of the center, this hotel is in a quiet location. Hotel Barbaris oﬀers 28 rooms of diﬀerent
categories. For each guest there is a number of taste from the small economy to Suite. You can have
dinner in a small cozy cafe with greenery summer terrace or order in room take SPA procedure in
beauty salon. In the hotel you can visit the permanent exhibition and sale of famous Ukrainian artists.
For users of portable computers everywhere Wi-Fi zones. If necessary, you can request a transfer. It
oﬀers quality professional service, warm home atmosphere. Qualiﬁed staﬀ will help You in purchasing
Avia - railway and theatre tickets tour taxi service will send the Fax, make a photocopy, etc. For
regular customers there are discounts. To book a room at the hotel you can directly on our website or
by Fax or telephone
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